
 



Their C2c and Chester zoo project this year, really had the little minds engaged and thinking 

James is happy to go to school and I am very grateful and thankful for that. 

Expectations, enthusiasm, embedded values (not lip service) 

The recognition of my child’s specific needs and how these have been addressed. Feel very lucky that the school 

are able to provide specific one to one teaching tailored to his special educational needs. 

Academic expectations and progress achieved over time. The sense of community instilled in the children and the 

pride they feel to be part of the school. Clear communication of monitoring reports enabling me to take actions to 

help my child. 

Happy with all areas. Balance of homework seems good. 

The encouragement with his eating - he's a fussy eater but loves his school dinners! 



Class teacher 

The nurturing aspect, helping my child to grow in confidence and character 

More sport activities please 

Fewer class shares, reduction in physically violent behaviour of a small number of children, higher expectations and 

a teaching/learning environment that allows my son to achieve his full potential 

Not really 

Less paper- would be great if all communication was by email. Less non uniform days. Better arrangements for 

parent’s/teacher communication at pick up - i sometimes find myself waiting for my child (who won’t leave till the 

teacher has said he can go!) while the teacher speaks to another parent - though this always instigated by the 

parent and not the teacher. Perhaps there could be some way of encouraging parents to wait till all children have 

been released before starting their discussion. 

Senior leaders’ response to perpetually poor behaviour and a tougher stance on bullying. My child’s KS1 education 

has been sadly tainted by repeated physically aggressive and emotionally manipulative behaviour of one other 

child. Despite meeting with the school and other parents raising the same concerns: the problem persists. 

SEN provision, or perhaps communication of it. General communication eg giving enough notice of events involving 

parents. School calendar is awful as you can’t look at an individual year group 

Informal communication on wellbeing of pupils if they are experiencing a problem. 

Toilets 

The school excels in most aspects. Possibly school-parent communications, such as texts sent to parents the day 

before non-uniform days etc. There are also a couple of very disruptive boys in my son's class. I worry that the 

school is able to do enough to ensure that their specific needs do not detract from the provision (and personal 

safety, with regards to the behavioural issues of one of the boys) that the rest of the children should be able to 

enjoy. 

Get involved and enjoy the school, 

Get involved, enjoy your child’s journey, don’t hesitate to ask teachers if concerned 

Enjoy watching your child thrive into their own individual way! 

Keep a huge stack of £1 coins for charity events if you have multiple children 

Enjoy - your kids are in a great school. 

Express any concerns to the school as soon as they happen. 

The teachers and management do a superb job, and are genuinely committed to your child's well-being and 

progress. If you encourage your child at home, especially in any areas that the teachers may identify as needing 

extra work, then your child has the best possible chance of reaching their full potential. 

Fun, creative, memorable 

Happy, friends, fun 

Engaged, busy, fun 

Challenging but rewarding 

Growing in confidence 

Fun, supportive and encouraging. 

happy, fun, nurturing 

Roller coaster 

Happy, Rewarding, Achieving 

 


